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Abstract. The paper generaliz= the Ginsburg-Rice Schiitzenberger ALGOL-like fixed-paint 
theorem showing that every IL-free context-sensitive (recursive-enumerable) language is a 
component of the least fixed-point of a system of equations in the form X = F(X), where 
X=(X,, . . . . X,), F=(F1,..., F,), t z 1 and for all i, 1 s i G t, Fi are regular expressions over 
the alphabet of operations: {union, concatenation, Kleene + (*) closure, nonerasing finite substitu- 
frion (arbitrary finite substitution), intersection). 
Fixed-point characterization theorems for these families of languages are also presented. 
1. Introduction 
The equational characterization of context-free (CF) languages, well known as 
the ALGOL-like theorem, obtained independently by Ginsburg and Rice (1962) 
[3] and Schiitzenberger (1963) [ll], shows that a language is CF if and only if it 
is a component of the least fixed point of a system of equations in the form 
X-F(X), where X=(X1 ,..., X,)1, F=(F1 ,..., F,), tal, and for all i, isisf, 
Fi are regular expressions over the alphabet of operations: {union, concatenation}. 
We extend this result to A-free context-sensitive (C§,) and recursive-enumerable 
(RE) languages by allowing an extended alphabet of operations in order to express 
the right-sides of the equations. 
For the family of CSh (RE) languages this new alphabet is: {union, concatenation, 
intersection, Kleene + (*), nonerasing finite substiiQution (arbitrary finite substi- 
cution)}. 
*’ Preliminary versions of the paper were presented to “6th International Colloquium on Automata, 
I_ anguages and Programming”, Graz (Ausiria), 16-20 July, 1979 and “8th International Colloquium 
~3n Automata, Languages and Programming”, Akko (Israel), 13-17 Jdy, 1981. 
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In the casrt of recursive-enumerable languages we obtain a fixed-point charac- 
teri&on theorem exactly as the ALGOL-like one. For the case of CS* languages, 
we obtain only the generalization of the “if” part in the ALGOL-like theorem, 
i.e, only a representation theorem in the ALGOL-like style. 
However, we have also an equational characterization theorem for CSh, by 
considering systems of equations with right-sides regular expression, of a particular 
form, over the corresponlcliag lphabet of operations. 
The j%xed-point theorems presented, are essentially de,:rived from the intrinsic 
nature f?f context-sensitive type of rewriting; the dissociation CS, RE being a con- 
sequence of our option to work without or with erasing. 
So the property seems to be a specific theoretical result for the context-sensitive 
family of languages; a famiIy that possesses at present just a “few interesting 
theoretical results”, as noted by A. Salomaa in his introduction to [lo]. 
We note at this point that, solving systems of equati.ons means-in some extended 
nse-a context-free “work”. 
TO do this context-free “job” for the context-sensitive: grammars, we propose 
the following strategy: 
({context-sensitive rewriting: pxq + p~q, in w)) 
= ((verify the context for the rewritt& nonterminal: x)) 
+((apply a C&rule for the nonterminal: x + u}) 
= {intersection of the set 0’ “ prepared” versirans of w with V*pZqV*)) 
+ ((apply the CI;“rule x’ + u)}. 
Let us recall some definitions and give some notations. If V is a finite alphabet, 
V* denotes the free monoid generated by V, h is the unity of V*. Elements of 
V* and subsets L of V* are called words, respectively languages. For w E L, Iw 1 
denotes its length. 
We suppose the reader familiar with the basic facts of formal language theory 
[I, 49% 91. 
The Chomsky hierarchy is denoted R, CF, CS and RE, and CS, denotes the 
family of A-free context-sensitive languages. 
A substitution is a map h : V + 2 v* given by h(a) = La c V*, a E V, which is 
extended naturally to 2v*. 
Regular sets are denoted by regular expressions. 1E R is a regular expression, 
let R’ be the language denoted by R. 
If h is a finite substitution (i.e. for all a, L, are finite: and E is a regular set, the 
pair n = (h, E) will be called a w-function defined by ?T :Zv* + 2v*, T(L) = h(L n E). 
If p is a binary relation, p c A x A, and A lr-A,thenp(A1)={yIxEA1: (x,Y)E~). 
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Is, monomial in variables X1, . . . , Xt and coefficients in V* is a word over 
I&(X1,. . . , Xt}. A polynomial is a finite union of monomials. It is called A-free 
if A: is not one of its monomials. 
We shall consider systems of equations X =F(X), X = (Xl, . . . , X,), F = 
VL . . . , Ft) defined by continuous functions on the power set of some finitely 
generated free monoid. Hence, they possess a least fixed point XFrX given by 
Kleene first recursion theorem: 
X FTX = U xtn), X(O) = (0, . . . ,9)), Xfn)= F(X'"-") for M > 0. 
na0 
2. Fixed-point theorems: 
We shall prove a fixed-point theorem for context-sensitive and recursive- 
enumerable languages, improving our results [6]. 
Theorem 1. A language L c V+ is context-sensitive if and only if it is a component 
of the least fixed-point of a system 
6) 
where : 
(0 hl, . . . , h, are h-free finite substitutions ;
(ii) R I, . . . , R, are regular expressions with ( l , u , +) not contaming variables; 
(iii) Fl, . . . , Ft are A-free polynomials in variables X1, . . . , Xt and having 
coefficients in VT 
Proof. The necessity. Let us consider a language L c V* and it. C!T-grammar generat- 
ing it, i.e. L(G) = L. We intend to associate asystem of equations havi.ng the form 
(S) such that its least solution has as first component L. 
Let be G = (VN, VT, x0, F) and F containing the rules pixiqi + piuiqi, 1 s i s n and 
if A E L, then F also contain a rule x0 + A. Here, V = VN u VT and pi, 4i E V”, u E V+. 
We consider e = {y’ 1y E V}, a barred version of V. We shall define the In-function 
vi which implements the application of the rule pixiqi + piuiqi- We have ni = [hi, R : ), 
where 
(a) hi(Zi) = U, hi(y) = y for y E V U (V\{fi}); 
(b) R : = V*piZiqiV*. 
Another n-function of interest is the one which implements “nondeyrministic 
selection of nonterminals”, namely ~0 = (ho, Rh) given by 
(a) ho(x) = {x, x’), for x E VN and 
(b) ho(y) = y, for y E VT u V; Rb = V*. 
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Let be n-r = (hT, Rk) the r-function given by: 
,5$(y) = & A EL, y for y E (V v i${xo} and h&O) = 
x0, h&L, 
h&L, 
AEL. 
QW we consider the following system: 
Let be D:x&%,l . l l =s~+ w a derivation in G. Then w belongs to E = 
~i,~O~i~_,~O l l l tri,wO ((x0)); conversely if HF E E there exists a derivation D in G 
yielding w. 
Mow it is clear that: XFx = L(G). 
The suficiency. For any set E, let us denote E”” = {u 1 u E E, lul s m}. For 
simplicity we consider a two-equations ystem: 
1 X1 = M& nFt(Xl, X2)), X2 = hz(R2 n F2tX1, X2h 
We shall prove that Xyrx E CS, by exhibiting a nondeterministic Turing machine 
A4 with one read-only input-tape and 3 auxiliary tapes: Tape I, Tape 2, Tape 3, 
which acclepts Xr” in linear space. The construction for XTIx is similar. 
The behavior of A4 is as folloiws: when a word ey is placed on its input-tape, M 
simulates on its auxiliary tape the “work” of the system of equations for the 
construction of its least solution. When on tape 2 a word of the form h&z is 
obtained, M tests if u = cy. If “yes”, M accepts. Call this test, the test of acceptance 
‘T&. Note that hr, 4, b2 are marker symbols and u belongs to V”. 
To describe the structure of MI, two definitions and four lemmas are in order. 
Definition. Two words WI, W2 are p-related, denoted by (WI, W2) E p, if they have 
the forms: 
where s, 9’ 2 0, 1 Wll s 1 W21, and u f, 1~ i s m are images of monomiials of F1 replacing 
Xl-occurrences by some ui and X2-occurrences by SOIL ve ; analogously for v :, 
1~ i s n in connexion with F2. 
I. There exists a Turing machine Ml, using constant space on its auxiliary 
(a) starting with on its input-tape, 
Cb) will eventually halt with on its output-tape if and or+ if ( 
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Lemma 2. Let A and B be two sets of words and k a positive integer. We have 
p((~,(A~)*tl,(B$)*)“k) = &USA, B)$)*hz l W’z(A, B)$)*)“f 
Definition. Two words WI, W2 are p-related, denoted by (WI, W2) E p, if they have 
the forms: 
wheres,r~O,IW~IclW21,U~ ,..., u~ER!,v’~ ,..., v:ER1anduiE~l(u:),l~i~s, 
v+h&;), l+=r. 
Lemma 3. There exists a Turing machine h&z, using constant space on its auxiliary 
tape, such that 
(a) starting with WI on its input-tape, 
(b) will eventually halt with -Wz on its output-tape if and only if (WI, W2) E cc. 
Lemma 4. Let A and B be two finite sets words and k a positive integer, We have 
P ((t71(4)*tl,l%)*)“~) = 
= (tll(hU n R ‘1 )$)*&(hs(B n R;)t)*)S’. 
Proof of Theorem I (continued). We construct he Turing machine M using the 
machines Ml and A& given by Lemmas 1 and 3. 
We distribute the tapes Tape 1, Tape 2, Tape 3 of M as input, auxiliary and 
output to &Ml, A& as follows: 
MI: Tape 1, Tape 3, Tape 2, 
I&: Tape 2, Tape 3, Tape 1. 
The following program shows the structure of the machine M 
START 
initialization of Tape 2 
while (Tape 2 f ~&~)I 
or (Tape 2 = kj&& and not TaCC) 
do Ml; Erases Tape 2; 
MZ; Erases Tape 1 
od 
STOP. 
The initialization of Tape 2 is an arbitrary word from the set 
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where 
x\*’ = F;(0,0), xy ) = F*(0,0). 
Let fr be a ‘word on the input type, Tape 1, of M. We shall prove by induction on 
n, the number of iterations of our while-cycle, ‘that M accepts a! after n iterations 
ifF iii E X:“‘” . In fact we shall prove a stronger esult. We show that after executing 
the while-cycle M times the set of all possible contents of Tape 2 is 
Because of the form of words which are initial on Tape 2, the result follows. 
Let us suppose that the set of all contents of the Tape 2 after 0-e Hth iteration 
of our while-cycle is 
If we perform the (n + 1)th iteration we have 
&((~I(X?+‘) Q)*&Xy+*) ~)*)“2’“i)) =(by Lemma 2) 
= &q@I(x:n+l), x:“+l~)Q)*tj:~(F~(X:n+l), x:“+1’)~)*)“2’~‘) 
= (by Lemma 4) 
= (tq#&(Fl(X:“+“, x?“‘) n I?‘,)$)” 
’ tq&i*(F2(X:n+1), x:“‘” j A R$j$)*j”2’“’ 
= (~l(x~+2) +j*b2(xF +I) g)*j4al 
Yt is manifest hat M accepts Q’ iff a! E XyIx. 
xow, Theorem 1 yields a fixed-point characterization for the family of recursive- 
enumerable sets. 
Theogem 2. A language L c V* is recukve-enumerable iff it is a component of the 
Zetilst fixed-point of a system 
,Y.=hi(RinFi(X1,. . . ,Xt)), l=G<t (S’) 
where :
(0 h, . . . , h, are finite substitutions ; 
(ii) RI, . . . , R, are regular expressions with {a , v , *) not containing variables ;
(iii) Fj,, . . . , Ft are polynomials in XI, . . . , Xt with coefficients in V*. 
Let us observe that in the same way as a CS grammar can generate A 
[9] we can obtain systems of equations generating all CS. 
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Indeed, take the “terminal” equation as in the proof of necessity of Theorem 1, 
with variable XT not occurring in any other right-hand side of an equation. Define 
then h~(& = A. 
Remark 2. Taking in Theorem 2, hi identities and Ri c VT where VI is the whole 
alphabet of the system we get the Ginsburg-Rice Schiitzenberger for CF. 
As a consequence ofTheorems 1 and 2 we obtain the following characterizations. 
Theorem 3. A language L c V’ [L c V*] is context-sensitive [recursive-enumerable] 
iff it is a component of the leastjked-point of a system of equations (S) from Theorem 
I [(S’) from Theorem 2) with 
F;:Wl, . . . ,X,)=X1u* l wX,u{x*) 
and x0 a symbol of the enlarged alphabet on which the system is defined. 
Also, as a consequence of Theorem 2 we have a fixed-point characterization 
theorem for recursive-enumerable anguages, exactly in the Ginsburg-Rice 
Schiitzenberger style: 
Theorem 4. A language ,~.5 c V* is recursive enumerable if and only if it is a 
component of the minimal solution of a system oj’equations 
Xi =6(X1, l l .,Xr),l&W 
where ‘Fi are regular expressions over the alphabet of operations (* , v f h, (7 ) and 
constants {Xl, . . . , X,) v V. 
Let us consider an example in which we apply our technique of deriving systems 
of equations equivalent o grammars. 
Example. Let us consider the context-sensitive grammar: (3 = (VW VT, x0, F), 
where V = I&u VT5 VN = {x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, xb}, VI = Vu %, VT = {a, b, c} and F 
contains the rules: 
x0+ axlxbc x3xb + x3x4 
xl -) axlw2 x3x4 + xbx4 
xl-w2 xbx4 -j ax2 
x2c -) cc axb + ab 
X2X6 + x3-G bxb + bb 
We observe that L(G) = {anbncn 1 n 2 2}. 
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We dr:r;c,te a finitt,: substitution as a list of nonidentical replacements, e.g. 
ijcr + fil a+3 + xi} denott:s the substitution IZ : V + 2 “* defined by h (xi) = {Xi, Zi} and 
identity Btherwise. 
The desired system is 
XX‘ = (V+n(UXux& &{O, 1,2,3,4,6) 
x& = {go -, ax,xbc}( v& VT /T (I, Jx u x0)) 
X fz* = (R2 3 c}( VT&C VT n (UX u x0)) 
X jf** = (22 4 %3)( V&QJfT n (UX u x(-J)) 
xg3 = (x’3 + x,}( V&4 vf n (UX u x0)) 
XE4 = {Z4 + x2)( V&Z4 VT n (IJX u x0)) 
X &* = {& + x4)( V~X&V~ n (UX u x0)) 
X fh, = {fb + b}( VfafJ? n (UX u x0)) 
x’z,:,, = {& + b}( Vf%&,V: n (UX u x0)) 
Ux=uwy)y 1 E x(-J, Xl, x2*, x3, x4, X6, 20, $1, 221, 2229 23, 24, hl, -62, &3H* 
We have _YgYx =L(G)=(a”b”c”In 32j. 
3. Conclusions and problems 
Names. At this moment, a grammar-independent equational formulation of 
Chomsky hierarchy of languages exists. 
Aa Eilenberg argued [2] the names “rational” and “algebraic” are suitable for 
regular and context-free sets, because of the form of equations defining them. 
Now the remaining classes in Chomaky hierarctrt? have also equational definitions 
contained in Theorems 1 and 2. 
However, no transparent name can be derived from their format. Whether 
“transcendental” or some other names will be suitzlble for the non-algebraic lasses 
ill an open terminological problem. 
Semantics. For any types of Chomsky gramm:ar (viewed as syntactical object) 
can be defined, by the way of derivation, its operational semantics, and by the 
corresponding equational characterization, its fixed-point semantics. We have that 
for any Chomskian class the operational and fixe&point semantics coincide. 
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Our belief is that the following two conjectures hold. They provide a sort of 
“lower” and ‘:upper” bounds for the collection of operations involved in the 
representation. 
Conjecture 1. Any language of C& is a component of the least fixed point of 
X=F(X), X=(X, ,..., XJ, F=(Fl, . . . , Ft) and for 1 s i s t, Fi are regular 
expressions over { l , u , n }. 
Conjecture 2. Any component of the least fixed point of X =/F(X), X = 
(Xl, . . ..Xd.F=Fi, . . . , Ft) with Fi, 1 s i < t regular expression over { 9 ? u , n , h} 
is a member of C&. 
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